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WELCOME

Travelling is the continuous journey of discovery 

and adventure.  

Driven by our passion for sustainability and 

celebrating the beauty of the world, we made an 

idea an ideal by crafting experiences that bring 
people and nature closer together.  

Together with our thoughtful hosts, we welcome 
you into our sanctuary to uplift your senses and 

re-discover the moments to connect with yourself 

and your loved ones.



LET US WRITE YOUR STORY

Every Banyan Tree experience is defined by our dedication to 

creating personal and intimate stories for every one of our guests. 

All of our destinations reflect and celebrate the local traditions and 
culture. Each of our spaces is designed to inspire a journey that 

nourishes and rejuvenates the body, mind, heart and soul.

Alongside the communities we work with, we are a family that 

tirelessly seeks to create a collection of signature experiences that 
makes stories out of moments and memories from stories.



DESTINATION PARADISE

Located only 45 minutes by limousine from Krabi International Airport, Banyan Tree Krabi is the 
authentic tropical resort experience. The resort occupies a serene location on Tubkaek Beach and is 
nestled into a hillside where it commands a direct view of the spectacular karst limestone towers 
protruding from the Andaman Sea. Our award-winning Banyan Tree Spa, along with a list of signature 
treatments, makes this the ideal destination for a private getaway.



DESIGNED TO INSPIRE

Locally-infused design elements are prevalent across numerous touchpoints 
throughout the guest experience and reflect the long-held beliefs of the community in 
which they operate. The residents of Krabi province refer to Dragon Crest Mountain, 
located adjacent to our resort, as ‘The Great Naga’, a mythical creature said to be the 
king of serpents who keeps away bad spirits and protects people from danger.

Design aspects for dining venues contribute to the preservation of Krabi's rich 
cultural heritage. Rock textures combine with the aesthetics of the recurring 
serpentine elements and blend seamlessly with traditional southern Thai decorations 
such as fishery decorations, natural materials including rattan, and golden rice plants 
symbolizing abundance to culminate in a centralized theme of ‘The Luxury Naga 
Gathering’ for the guests’ culinary experience.



MAP

Step into our sanctuary for the senses, where the sapphire blue sea meets tropical 
white sands against a backdrop of lush jungle-green mountains.

We welcome you to a heavenly oasis of peace and comfort in our idyllic beachfront 
resort. Feel the warm embrace of Banyan Tree hospitality - from the tranquil 
treatments at Banyan Tree Spa to mouthwatering cuisine at our stylish restaurants to 
the beach bar with its spectacular vistas of the Andaman Sea.

Retreat to a setting of unparalleled indulgence where you can truly unwind and 
rejuvenate your mind, body and soul.



SIGNATURE



Banyan Tree Spa Krabi

Rejuvenate your mind, body and soul in a setting of tropical serenity. With 
a suite of 8 treatment rooms and a selection of Color-Calm Choices as well 
as The Rainforest, a holistic hydrotherapy wellness experience; your search 
for blissful respite can be found in the peace of Banyan Tree Spa Krabi.

Duration: At Your Leisure

Cooking Class

Our instructor will skillfully demonstrate each of the methods and steps 
from the preparation of ingredients to cooking the final dish. Participants 
can refine their kitchen skills by creating a mouthwatering Thai appetizer, 
a soup, a green curry and more. Finally, you can proudly present a table full 
of delicious dishes to your loved ones.

Duration: 2 hours



Bird’s Nest

Bird’s Nest presents an elevated dining experience with private tables 
perched among the treetops, each of which offers not just intimacy and 
privacy, but a unique ambience and stunning views of the Andaman Sea.

Duration: 3 hours

Afternoon Tea

Savour our selection of beautifully-composed nibbles, sweets, scones and 
Thai desserts while enjoying a cup of your choice of tea or brewed coffee, 
or sipping a glass of chilled bubbly. 

Choose the setting of your preference from Bird’s Nest, The Naga Kitchen 
or Kredkaew Bar and relax with those closest to you while delighting in the 
view overlooking the Andaman Sea.

Duration: 2 hours



Destination Dining 

Spend an intimate evening of wining and dining under a tropical starry sky in a 
secluded setting along the tranquil Tubkaek Beach with our exclusive Destination 
Dining experience.

Revel in cherish moments as you dine at a private table on the beachfront with a 
panoramic view of the Andaman Sea or a private cabana in an elevated spot with an 
expansive sea view.

Duration: 3 hours



The Rainforest

Developed and conceptualised by Banyan Tree Spa, The Rainforest is a complete 
hydrothermal experience combining the best of European spa and hydrothermal 
therapy with the essence of Asian wellness philosophy to create a haven of serenity, 
warmth and comfort. With different hydrothermal therapy experiences, each 
designed to soothe and revitalise different parts of your body, Banyan Tree Spa 
presents a truly holistic and rejuvenating wellness experience.

Duration: 1 hour



WELLBEING



WELLBEING ACTIVITIES

Choose from various simple, but impactful, wellbeing activities that are inspired by our destination. 
These activities are developed to explore and strengthen the connection of self, others and nature.

For example, for a deep dive into the self, you can sign up for activities that focus on Body Awareness or 
Mindful Practice, such as breathing meditation, posture alignment and mindful movement.

Duration: Various

The Essence of Yoga

Yoga combines focused breath and movement techniques to help reduce stress, encourage good posture, 
aid concentration, improve strength and flexibility, and support clarity and calm. It forms a perfect 
combination with spa treatments to deeply relax the mind, body and soul.

Discover the world of yoga by joining the complimentary classes led by our in-house instructor.

Duration: 1 hour



ADVENTURE



Forest Bathing

With a bountiful and beautiful variety of nature in the nearby 
national park forest at Dragon Crest Mountain; you can walk, 
hike and wallow in the tranquility and splendour of the 
indigenous flora and fauna, as well as enjoy the scenic hiking 
trails, stunning viewpoints and waterfalls.

Recommended as a natural tonic for the mind, body and soul,
forest bathing is not a form of exercise, rather it is an

opportunity just be in nature and connect with it.

 
Duration: At Your Leisure

Marine Excursions

Create your own perfect day in paradise with a private 
excursion onboard The White Pearl – our traditional longtail 
boat, a storied element of local life in the coastal communities 
throughout southern Thailand in generations past through to 
modern times. Explore idyllic destinations on the doorstep of 
our resort including Hong Island, Lao Lading Island, Pak Bia 
Island and more.

Choose our luxury speedboat option to soak in the stunning 
scenery of Phi Phi Island. Visit neighboring islands along the 
journey to your destination and spend the day snorkeling, 
dining, relaxing on the beach or swimming in the clear, 
turquoise waters of the Andaman Sea.

Duration: Subject to selected destination



Marine Activities

Soak in the scenic surroundings with the use of our complimentary marine activities equipment to 
navigate the tranquil waters of Tubkaek Beach. For beginners, our Recreation Attendants would be 
pleased to provide basic instructions for proper use.

Duration: At Your Leisure



CULTURE



Sunset Ritual

We invite you to experience our Sunset Ritual which takes place daily at our beachfront 
lawn as the day begins to give way to the evening.

Throughout the quiet villages of rural Thailand, the sound of a bell provides a steady 
reminder of the time for local residents as it is rung at the top of the hour.

Delight in the meditative sounds in the air as you pause and appreciate the moment 
here at our Sanctuary for the Senses.

Duration: Every evening from 6:00 pm – 6.15 pm

Locally-infused Cuisine

It's a feast for the senses when you discover the delicious locally-infused cuisine on 
select days of the week at our breakfast buffet at The Naga Kitchen. Sate your appetite 
and leave your palate popping with delight from our bespoke selection of dishes 
highlighting all regions of Thailand.

Enjoy our selections of Thai Roti perfectly prepared by our local chef. An opportune 
experience to taste a local delicacy and to uplift the livelihood of those from 
the neighboring community of Krabi.

Duration: Every Thursday and Saturday from 6:00 am – 11:00 am



JOURNEYS



Retreat To Romance

Relax and unwind together at our private sanctuary overlooking Phang Nga Bay. Strengthen your bond 
with one another amid an unforgettable setting of tropical splendour.

o Destination Dining
o Intimate Moments

o Time-Honoured Traditions at Banyan Tree Spa Krabi

Deepening Connections

Spend time with those closest to you and delight in your choice of various resort activities on offer to make your 
stay most memorable. Liaise with your personal Banyan Tree Host to create a bespoke experience catering to 
your preferences.

o Private Marine Excursion
o Duo Stretching Class

o Stand-Up Paddle Boarding Adventure



Sense of Serenity

Escape to the tranquility of the tropics with tailored experiences to rejuvenate mind, body and soul in serene surroundings.

o The Rainforest Experience
o Krabi Tranquility Treatment at Banyan Tree Spa Krabi

o The Essence of Yoga

o Forest Bathing

A TASTE OF THAILAND

Experience the local flavours that have made Thai cuisine popular around the world and customise your 
dining experiences to your preferences. Learn about the culture and traditions related to the dishes from 
our culinary team. 

o Cooking Class
o Locally-Infused Cuisine

o Destination Dining

o Floating Breakfast Experience



SIGNATURE

Cooking Class    THB 3,900 per person

Floating Breakfast    THB 500 per person

Destination Dining    THB 12,000 per couple
The Rainforest    THB 1,500 per person

WELLBEING

Wellbeing Activities    Complimentary for certain classes

The Essence of Yoga    Complimentary

ADVENTURE

Forest Bathing    Complimentary

Marine Excursions    Subject to selected destination

Marine Activities    Complimentary

CULTURE

Sunset Ritual    Complimentary

Ban Koh Klang    Subject to total number of guests

Locally-Infused Cuisine    Complimentary
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